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Apparently, the replenishment of the seedbank depends
on high seed production in years with very high rainfalls. Thus, the model predicts that the species’ range
will shrink if the rain distribution continues to become
more normal.

This study is part of the GLOWA
Jordan River project — a
collaborative effort between
Israel and Germany and Jordan
and the Palestine Authority.
GLOWA is Þnanced by the German Federal
Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF)

We compared the effects of rainfall patterns on the persistence of populations of three annual plant species
(Reboudia pinnata, Filago desertorum, Schismus arabicus)
that differ in the amount of rain required to initiate
germination.
In addition, we tested whether persistence is higher in
moister habitats like runnels. In runnels, germination of
seeds has been observed after half the volume of rainfall
required for germination on ßat ground (Loria & Noy-Meir
1980).
We manipulated daily rain data of the Sede Boqer station
(nothern Negev desert) to produce data sets with the
same daily rainfall pattern but more normal or more
extreme (skewed) distributions and lower, similar or
higher annual sums.
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Despite the importance of the seed bank for species persistence, seed bank dynamics are not well known. The
model assumes that 40% of seeds in the seed bank are lost
between years. This is much less than the 60 – 98 % found
in experiments for other annual species in the Negev
(Tielbörger 1997). It was necessary to assume a high value,
though, to achieve at least temporary persistence in the
model; all other important model parameters are backed
by published studies. The rain requirements for germination (Loria & Noy-Meir 1980) are probably valid only for
a fine sandy-silty loam and, in our experience, are lower
for sandy soils. This highlights the need to study seed bank
processes in the desert more closely.
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for each Þve-day-period (“week”)
get sum of rainfall and maximum rainfall event of the current
week of the selected year
calculate rain inÞltration

for each grid cell (periodic 10 × 10 grid)

do plant life cycle

produced biomass = old biomass · (relative growth rate – 1)

calculate germination

relative growth rate (RGR) =
max
RGRmax − RmGRmax
⋅m
· water availability ·

calculate plant growth

(

calculate seed production
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dominance ratio

disperse seeds

–30·Ψ –1

water availability = (1+0.0001·e
Benecke 1992)

Rain inÞltration

for each grid cell (periodic 10 × 10 grid)

Reboudia pinnata

10

calculate seed loss
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In runnels, the treatment effects were small. Only Filago
and Schismus under lower volume, normal distribution
conditions had reduced persistence.
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Plant growth is basically logistic (mmax = final mass in wet years). In
addition, growth rate increases with the soil water potential and
decreases with the average mass of neighbours. After the plant
has reached maturity (deÞned by 70 % of final mass in dry years),
60 % of new biomass is used for seed production (Loria & NoyMeir 1980).

“InÞltration” here is a net process and includes evaporation,
drainage, and plant water use.
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Populations persisted longer when the distribution of
rainfall was more skewed, because the species produced
many seeds during the rare years with extremely high
rainfall. In such years, the seed bank was replenished and
allowed the species to persist during drought years.
The results emphasize that even a small change (compared to the SD) of the average annual rainfall can have
pronounced effects on the persistence of populations in
the desert. Based on our results we predict that the
species’ range will shrink if the change of the rainfall
pattern continues.
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Schismus persistence, in contrast, was reduced only when rain volume was lower.
Nonetheless, normal rain distribution further reduced persistence.

The resilience to changes in rain pattern is in line with the
species’ demand for rain to initiate germination.
Reboudia, germinating after ≥30 mm rainfall and Filago,
germinating after ≥20 mm rainfall responded more
strongly to treatments than Schismus (≥10 mm).

Plant growth

) (Fig. 3, after

dominance ratio (D) = target mass / average neighbour
mass (6 nbs in hexagonal design) when target mass <
average neighbour mass, else D = 1± random number
[0;0.01)
mass for seed production = 60 % of produced biomass when
m > mmature

reduce available soil water content by 20%
add amount of rain to soil water content

effect on growth rate

We used a spatially-explicit computer model to simulate
rainfall, water inÞltration, and plant growth. The model is
based on published values and known or presumed
functional relations.

more normal.

set seedbank to mean seed production / loss rate
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Fig. 3

fruit and inßorescence mass do not contribute to plant
growth

soil potential (Ψ) = –e–1.38+0.029 · soil water content (Meidan 1990)

Seed loss

Seed production

Seeds are lost due to mortality including predation. Seed loss in
deserts is high (Kigel 1995, Cabin et al. 2000, Pake & Venable 1996). In
the Negev it ranges from 50 to 98% depending on species, habitat, and
year (Tielbörger 1997). Seed loss in this simulation is underestimated.

Seed production is proportional to the mass of the reproductive
tissue, including inßorescences and fruit tissue. In wet years the
plants produce more seeds per unit biomass (SM ratio) than in
dry years.

for each grid cell (periodic 10 × 10 grid)

for each grid cell

reduce seedbank by 40%

number of seeds = reproductive mass · SM

m − m mature
SM = (SM max − SMmin ) ⋅
+ SMmin
m max − m matu re
Germination

seed numbers are accumulated

Seeds germinate when rainfall is above a certain threshold (Meidan
1990, Loria & Noy-Meir 1980, Freas & Kemp 1983) and when their
dormancy is low (Meidan 1990, Aronson et al. 1992). The germination
rate increases with the soil water potential near the soil surface
(Meidan 1990) and the germinability (inverse of dormancy). The probability that one seed germinates is proportional to the number of
seeds in the seed bank. The rainfall threshold refers to a fine sandysilty loam.
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germination rate

In line with their demands for rainfall to initiate germination, population persistence of Reboudia pinnata (≥ 30
mm) and Filago desertorum (≥ 20 mm) decreased more
strongly when rainfall was lower and more normally
distributed than did Schismus arabicus (≥ 10 mm). In
particular, Reboudia’s average persistence under skewed rainfall distribution was 71 yr compared to 18 yr
under normal distribution. Filago persistence was 90 yr
(skewed) and 22 yr (normal). Schismus persistence was
95 yr (low volume, skewed), 61 yr (low volume, normal)
and 100 yr in the remaining treatments.
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Seed dispersal
Seeds are dispersed in packages of 1/3 of the produced number
into the same cell or adjacent neighbour cells.
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add one third of produced seeds to existing seed bank

and when the amount of rain on one day > Rmin
germination rate (G) =GΨ · Gt

1.00

GΨ = Gmax when Ψ ≥ –0.0361 MPa (Þeld capacity), else
GΨ = –0.1 + 0.015/–Ψ (Fig. 1)
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, k= 3 (Fig. 2)

seed germinates if P ≤ G; P: random number [0;1), n: seeds
in seed bank
n

initial plant mass equals seed mass

germinability

We manipulated daily rainfall intensity to create data
sets with skewed or normal distributions in combination
with higher (≈100 mm), average (≈88 mm), and lower (≈
70 mm) rainfall compared to a reference site.

The rainfall patterns of Mediterranean and desert regions
in Israel have become more similar since the 1930s (BenGai et al. 1998). In the Mediterranean region, years with
high rainfall (compared to the local mean) occur more
often, whereas in the desert region, years with high rainfall (again compared to the local mean) have become
rarer. How will this change affect the population dynamics
of desert annuals?

Distribution and relatively small changes of
the annual rain volume had signiÞcant
effects on the persistence of Reboudia and
Filago on ßat ground. Persistence decreased
with volume and when the distribution was

persistence (yr)

The model tracks soil moisture, germination, and plant growth
in Þve-day steps for 100 years. The seedbank is updated annually. Germination depends on the number of available seeds,
soil moisture near the surface, and a rain threshold. Plant
growth including seed production is controlled by soil
moisture and intraspeciÞc competition. Daily rainfall is taken
in sequence from random years of manipulated data sets.

Results

persistence (yr)

Precipitation patterns of Mediterranean and desert
regions in Israel have become more similar since the
1930s. We used a spatially explicit model to simulate the
effect of rainfall distribution and volume on three
common desert annuals.
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